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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Bible Verses on the Tongue
Pro 21:23 Whoso keepeth his mouth and his tongue keepeth his soul from
troubles.
Psa 34:13 Keep thy tongue from evil, and thy lips from speaking guile.

Psa 15:1 [[A Psalm of David.]] LORD, who shall abide in thy tabernacle? who shall
dwell in thy holy hill?
Psa 15:2 He that walketh uprightly, and worketh righteousness, and speaketh the
truth in his heart.
Psa 15:3 He that backbiteth not with his tongue, nor doeth evil to his neighbour,
nor taketh up a reproach against his neighbour.
Pro 6:23 For the commandment is a lamp; and the law is light; and reproofs of
instruction are the way of life:
Pro 6:24 To keep thee from the evil woman, from the flattery of the tongue of a
strange woman.
Jas 3:6 And the tongue is a fire, a world of iniquity: so is the tongue among our
members, that it defileth the whole body, and setteth on fire the course of nature;
and it is set on fire of hell.
Jas 3:7 For every kind of beasts, and of birds, and of serpents, and of things in
the sea, is tamed, and hath been tamed of mankind:
Jas 3:8 But the tongue can no man tame; it is an unruly evil, full of deadly poison.
Jas 3:9 Therewith bless we God, even the Father; and therewith curse we men,
which are made after the similitude of God.
Jas 3:10 Out of the same mouth proceedeth blessing and cursing. My brethren,
these things ought not so to be.
James 1:26 If any man among you seem to be religious, and bridleth not his
tongue, but deceiveth his own heart, this man's religion is vain.
James 1:27 Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this, To visit
the fatherless and widows in their affliction, and to keep himself unspotted from
the world.
Eph 4:29 Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, but that
which is good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace unto the hearers.
1Co 15:33 Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
1Co 15:34 Awake to righteousness, and sin not; for some have not the knowledge
of God: I speak this to your shame.
1Pe 3:10 For he that will love life, and see good days, let him refrain his tongue
from evil,
“Bolton appointment proves that Trump is being blackmailed!” Q-squared
Delivers a Set of Serious Messages About the POTUS
SOTN Editor’s Note: Many who follow this Alt Media platform know that SOTN has
been receiving authentic intel from authoritative and high-integrity sources since
2010. What follows is another
excellent example of patriots in
high places who are both in the
know and who have great
courage. It simply doesn’t get
more radioactive than this.
The following deep insider’s
“intelligence briefing” was forwarded
by a heretofore unknown entity who

calls him or herself Q². (Q² is not “Q” or “Q Anon”. They are an entirely different intel
entity.) No doubt they chose SOTN because of a previous screed that we posted about
John Bolton. And, because of the following series of articles that have been posted at
SOTN since Trump announced his appointment of the inveterate Neocon warmonger to
National Security Advisor. As follows:
Recent Posts
 John (“Bomb Iran”) Bolton, the New Warmonger in the White House
 Trump has betrayed his base, broken his promises and butchered his rep with
the appointment of Neocon warmonger John Bolton
 UNPRECEDENTED: This is a stone-cold Neocon warmonger talking about John
Bolton!
 John Bolton Is a National Security Threat (video)
 Why is Roger Stone backing Trump’s appointment of chickenhawk John Bolton?
 New NSC adviser John Bolton: The hawkiest hawk of the Bush administration?
 Raging Hawk John Bolton: Trump’s New National Security Advisor
 “Hello America….I’m Baaaack!” — John Bolton
 NSA-designate John Bolton: Trump’s most catastrophic appointment yet
 The Utterances of National Security Advisor-designate John Bolton
 Former US Ambassador to the UN John Bolton’s Return: The Neocons
Have Taken Over the Asylum
With John Bolton’s appointment as Trump’s new national security adviser, the
circle closes on any remaining hope of the 45th President of the United States
embarking on a different course from every other president that has preceded
him in the Oval Office in recent years, when it comes to foreign policy.
A devoted disciple of the ‘bomb them to h### and ask questions later’ school of
US politics, Bolton’s hawkish foreign policy credentials are so extreme he makes
John McCain seem like Bambi by comparison
Now here’s the real back story from Q². Edits to Q²’s original submission have been
made where necessary and/or appropriate.
Q² here:
Trump is being blackmailed—BIG time!
First, know that he only won the election with the help of Israel.
Israel needed a Christian Zionist in the White House.
Many reasons for this. Examples:
• Israel can only contain Iran with US military.
• Turkey can no longer be counted on to play the NATO game.
• Greater Israel project was hugely thwarted by Putin.
• Pipeline through Syria stopped.
• Netanyahu under serious threat of removal.
• Russian presence looms large in Northern Levant.
• Israel wants Russia’s naval base at Tartus, so Syria needs to be gone.
• Only an Israel firster can fix it for Tel Aviv (even though it can’t be fixed).
Enter Zionist John Bolton.
And Neocon hardliner Mike Pompeo.
And CIA torture queen Gina Haspel.

And many other COERCED [and disastrous] appointments made by Trump.
~ End of 1st message ~
Q² here:
Secondly, know that Trump has a seedy underbelly.
How could he not?
Anyone who spent his career as a NYC builder,
And a gambling casino owner and operator.
And a beauty pageant promoter–Miss USA, Miss Universe & Miss Teen USA.
And a global golf course developer, etc. would be vulnerable.
VERY vulnerable!
Just look at gambling magnate Steve Wynn in Vegas. One week and he’s gone—for
good.
In each of his enterprises, Trump had “tremendous” (his fav word) exposure.
Especially to real bimbos. Who Trump liked.
But especially — ESPECIALLY — to MOSSAD honeytraps.
No one does it like the Israeli secret services.
That’s how they got Clinton hooked up with Lewinsky.
Monica was a classic MOSSAD honeypot.
Netanyahu wanted Clinton to free Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard.
He wouldn’t, so they trapped him off with a scandalous White House affair…
And then a torturous impeachment process.
~ End of 2nd message ~
Q² here:
Since day 1 Trump knew that the MOSSAD knows every dirty little secret.
There are many! Some are quite dangerous to his presidency.
The most dangerous are held over his head like the “sword of Damocles”.
Some lurid material was released to the public during the campaign as a warning.
There was even a British article about a ‘rape’ pre-election!
Now the X-rated content is being released to compel his compliance.
It comes in drips and drabs.
Every money-grubbing bimbo comes forward at a specific time.
Each operative or MOSSAD agent ratchets up the pressure to achieve a result.
In the beginning, the main message was to remind Trump who he really works
for.
However, now the real game is on.
With each passing month since inauguration the POTUS must carry out his
mission…for Israel.
That mission can only be accomplished by a Christian Zionist, real or perceived.
Trump was given a VERY long leash to strut his stuff. He really is a nationalist.
In this way his handlers knew he would corral the patriots…which he did.
Now they want him to form an administration of hardcore warhawks. Which he’s doing.
All of this is to push the nation into a war posture.
~ End of 3rd message ~
++ Q² here:
The Stormy Daniels affair is being kept in the media spotlight for various reasons.
The public is being exposed to Trump, the philandering husband.

Now there’s “Playmate of the Year” Karen McDougal.
If the directors of this Israeli psyop wanted to, they could parade many more.
This is how they do it.
They maintain a steady stream of bad press so that the victim is on edge.
They never know when the other shoe will drop.
However, in Trump’s case, they have all the goods.
The most incriminating evidence, both real and fabricated, would end his
presidency.
And he knows it.
This is how they keep politicos the world over dangling from a string.
Trump has had much interaction with younger women over his entire life.
He has been in countless compromising positions–literally and figuratively.
The MOSSAD owns his entire file.
Got it?!
~ End of 4th message ~
Q² here:
Remember, Trump would not have beat Hillary were it not for Israel.
Israel controls so much more than they are given credit and blame for.
The statewide voting systems are a cinch for those cyber-crackerjacks.
Once they put Trump in the White House, what else could be expected.
War … and more war…particularly for Israel.
And only the U.S. military machine can do that.
What you are now seeing is a steady drumbeat for war across the USA.
The warhawks are being brought back in by Trump to lead the charge.
These are the same chickenhawks under W. Bush.
They never saw an American war they didn’t like.
Trump has signed every defense appropriation because of this push to war.
He has mentioned the need to strengthen America’s military every week.
He has stacked his key appointments since day one with flag officers.
Some of these are even on active duty.
Many of them you don’t even know.
Nor do you know where they work in the West Wing.
The whole Executive Branch is being hardened for war.
If not a regional war in the Middle East, then the hot phase of WW3.
All of these war plans are being coordinated with NATO.
The UK is taking the lead as always.
Selected countries in the EU are also being prepped.
Germany, France, Netherlands, Belgium, Italy…all the usual militaries.
~ End of 5th message ~
Q² here:
How does Trump get out of this one?
They really do have him right where they want him.
Trump is a peacemaker at heart.
His inaugural address speaks volumes about his truest intentions.
However, he underestimated the power of Deep State.
Trump also did not realize that he would have to sign a contract.

As the CEO of the U.S. Government, Inc., he was forced to sign the contract that
every POTUS signs before they are sworn in.
Not only does the presidential candidate promise not to prosecute any former
POTUS, VPOTUS, etc., they agree to many other unsavory things.
Any violation of said contract occurs on pain of death…or worse. [See Endnotes]
That’s why Trump changed so much once he entered the Oval Office.
No person on Earth could resist the dictates of the Shadow Government.
This isn’t City Hall, this is the U.S. Federal Government.
Now what can he do?
~ End of 6th message ~
Q² here:
Trump knows that he will lose his base if he starts a war.
Any war, and Trump is toast.
His constituents voted for a peacemaker, not a war-maker.
If he proceeds down the current path, his term will be ended.
Trump cannot fight both the Left and the Right at the same time.
If he betrays his base, he will never be re-elected.
If he fires one more missile in the wrong direction, he’s history.
Trump knows this.
His team of patriots knows this. So do the white hats.
His handlers know this, but they don’t care….
Trump is expendable since they put Pence right next to him.
Pence will prosecute any war he’s handed.
Trump knows this.
This is why he’s between a rock and a hard place.
~ End of 7th message ~
Q² here:
Nothing occurs in the White House without Israel knowing.
Actually, the Neocon Zionists know well in advance of any presidential initiative(s).
This is the way it’s been since Kennedy.
And that’s why every POTUS must sign the contract.
They don’t want another JFK, and that includes Trump.
Which means that Trump will soon be forced to make decisions that violate his
promises.
With the warmongers assembling quickly, they are on a serious mission.
~ End of 8th message ~
Q² here:
Spring 2018 appears to be their chosen time frame to stage a major conflict.
The warmongers are now out in force.
Just like the Iraq War, the same chickenhawks are squawking loudly.
First they used the Left and the media to incite a war against Russia.
Before that they used the Right to promote war on Iran.
All the while, the Zionists waged an apocalyptic war against Syria.
North Korea was thrown into the mix of dangerous regimes.
The same Neocon Zionist warmongers even conjured up a new “Axis of Evil”.

Trump himself was used to trumpet “Iran, North Korea and Syria” as the greatest
enemies of humanity.
Now he’s expected to perform on his false and empty proclamation.
What’s he going to do?
If he breaks the central campaign promises that got him elected, he’s history.
Unfortunately, the Bolton appointment proves that Trump is being blackmailed.
Many other recent appointments indicate the same.
These bad actors are taking center stage for a specific reason.
Each of them will be used to provide Trump cover.
They will tell us the decisions to go to war are not his.
They are the best advice of his top advisors and military brass.
This is how they will march President Donald Trump to war.
And how he will be used to march America to war.
Whether Trump marches to the beat of a different drummer remains to be seen.
~ End of 9th message ~

The bottom line here is that the President Donald Trump is undoubtedly susceptible to
blackmail and coercion. This perilous vulnerability is clearly Trump’s Achilles heel. It’s
also why he was permitted his presidential victory.
SOTN wrote about this stark reality back in January here: ‘Stormy Daniels’ Psyop: Why
now and who’s behind it?
This situation is much more serious than meets the eye. The world is being set
up for World War III as we write this. Hence, every American is now obligated to
act — with conviction and all deliberate speed — to prevent yet another Neocon
Zionist war.
Everyone needs to very seriously consider that:
“Trump is being blackmailed!” — Q²
When this is surely the case, Trump needs the help of We the People more than ever.
He can’t do this alone. The American Republic can only be saved by God. Trump has
already done more to liberate the U.S. citizenry than anyone else in history.
Let’s get busy!
State of the Nation
March 24, 2018

Endnotes
Excerpt regarding the contract signed by every POTUS since President John F.
Kennedy
“They will even go so far as to make Trump sign a confidential contract which
they can, and will, enforce in any number of ways. That contract includes a strict
promise not to prosecute any former president for war crimes or any other high
crimes and misdemeanors. As a matter of fact, every single president since JFK
has been forced to sign such a contract which is only broken on pain of death.
Furthermore, according to his contract, Donald Trump would essentially agree to
follow the dictates of the World Shadow Government so that the compromises as
president would start to come fast and furiously … and fairly soon after his
inauguration. In other words, his biggest campaign promises will be broken and
forgotten as though he never made them.(Source: Donald Trump Is In Serious
Trouble……If He Really Is His Own Man)
___
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=97185
China Yuan Crude Oil Market Opens March 26! Will China Destroy the
PETRODOLLAR?
Play to 6:09: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjarEvqIIiI
BROKEN PROMISE: Trump, GOP Congress Give Planned Parenthood $500
Million In Taxpayer Funds Trump, Speaker of the House Paul Ryan and other
Republican leaders promised their voters for years that they would defund
Planned Parenthood if given the chance to govern. Now, with Republican
majorities in the House and Senate and a Republican in the White House, the
nation’s number one killer of unborn children will continue receiving hundreds of
millions of dollars in taxpayer funding.
TRUMP SIGNS MONSTER SPENDING BILL... Trump Base Revolts Over Signing of
Budget Bill
Donald Trump’s base of hardcore supporters is in uproar over his decision to
sign a $1.3 trillion spending measure which puts more money towards walls
being built in other countries than the wall that was Trump’s centerpiece
campaign promise. Despite suggesting he would veto the bill earlier in the day,
Trump signed it hours later. Ann Coulter went on to point out that the bill does
more for building walls in other countries than the one Trump promised during
his campaign. “MASSIVE DEFENSE SPENDING to induct transgenders & build
BIG BEAUTIFUL walls … in Jordan, Lebanon, Egypt, and Tunisia,” tweeted the
conservative author.
“It might be my memory, or maybe I’m just getting hard of hearing, but I don’t
recall chants of “dramatically increase military funding” and “protect dreamers”
at Trump’s campaign events,” remarked Stefan Molyneux, who described the
package as the “swamp spending bill”.
BUDGET BLOWS INTO OBLIVION...

Congress Gives Self Bonus!
Lawmakers Had 1,000 Minutes to Read 2,232 Pages...
Pelosi, Schumer declare victory...
Ann Coulter: ‘In One Generation’ U.S. Will Be ‘South Africa,’ Trump ‘Betrayed’
Voters with ‘Paul Ryan Republicanism’
by JOHN BINDER BreitBart.com 24 Mar 2018
New York Times best-selling author and populist conservative columnist Ann
Coulter says the United States will, “in one generation,” become South Africa
after President Trump signed off on House Speaker Paul Ryan’s omnibus
spending bill that does not include a single provision from the president’s 70point list of pro-American immigration reforms.
In an interview with Fox News Radio’s Tom Shillue, Coulter slammed Trump,
saying he has “betrayed” his base of supporters by signing the omnibus without
it including any border wall funding, increasing the “Catch and Release”
program, and not adding any new deportation agents to help deport illegal aliens
living in the interior of the country.
“I can’t imagine how it could be any worse,” Coulter said. “There’s zero funding
for the wall, and in fact, he’s prevented from putting up even one little inch from
those prototypes. No, all he can do is build a little pedestrian fence. Nothing that
he’s been looking at. None of the prototypes, totally banned.”
Coulter is referring to a provision in Ryan’s spending bill that specifically bans
Trump from using any of the new border wall designs his administration has
commissioned, only allowing instead for previously-used fencing barriers to be
constructed.
Trump has previously noted how that fencing has not been effective in stopping
illegal aliens from pouring across the southern border.
“No, the bill actually prohibits him using any of the prototypes,” Coulter
continued. “It states what kind of ‘barrier’ can be used, i.e. one that we’re
absolutely sure Mexicans can get across.”
“He can repaint some fences,” Coulter said. “There’s a fence down by the San
Diego border and he can repaint that.”
Coulter said that unlike her previous pleas to voters to vote for Republicans over
Democrats, when it comes to the 2018 midterm elections “there’s no point.”
because GOP and Democrat lawmakers “seem to all agree: They want open
borders, cheap labor for the Koch brothers, voters for the Democrats. I think we’ll
all be in happy unison for the end of America.”
The Rest…HERE
++ Trump, DOJ Propose Plan To Ban All Bump Stocks
President Donald Trump announced Friday evening plans for the Justice
Department to ban all bump stocks, pending a mandated comment period.
“Obama Administration legalized bump stocks. BAD IDEA,” Trump tweeted
Friday. “As I promised, today the Department of Justice will issue the rule
banning BUMP STOCKS with a mandated comment period.”
“We will BAN all devices that turn legal weapons into illegal machine guns.”

Oregon initiative 42 would outlaw assault weapons, unless guns are registered
with police--would only allow owners to keep their assault weapons and large
capacity magazines if they register them with Oregon State Police
Play video here:
http://katu.com/news/local/oregon-initiative-would-outlaw-assault-weaponsunless-guns-are-registered-with-police
YOUTUBE Bans How-To Firearm Videos...
Maryland School Shooter Killed By Deputy In 60 Sec. Vs. Florida Stand-down!
Hero in Maryland school shooting none other than good guy with gun
Principal Removes Student Carrying Sign Saying ‘Guns Don’t Kill People, People
Kill People’
Citigroup Imposes Restrictions on Client Gun Sales--Mass Exodus From
CitiGroup After They Go Full Anti-Second Amendment - Gun Control By Proxy
Backfires Again
After Dick's Sporting Good's arbitrarily decided to jump into the anti-second amendment
battle by refusing sell sporting rifles and banning sales of those weapons to anyone
under 21, they announced they had seen "deeper than expected sales decline, as their
stocks sunk.
While they were praised by anti-second amendment activists pushing for new gun
control laws, that praise did not bring them new customers, but it did cost them the
business of second amendment supporters, which was the predicted outcome when a
business decides to step into the political fray.
Dick's, along with Walmart, are now being sued for age discrimination, with one
suit claiming Dick's is violating the Elliot-Larsen Civil Rights Act, which "prohibits
discriminatory practices, policies and customs on the basis of religion, age, race,
national origin, sex, height, weight and other factors," according to multiple
reports.
Ignoring the lesson of the whole Dick's Sporting Goods fiasco, on March 22, 2018,
CitiBank announced new "Firearms policy," in where they decided to tell
companies that do business with them what the "best practices" are regarding
firearms. In other words, Citi Group is attempting to force companies to comply
with their political ideology.
Via Citi Groups' press release:
But we want to do our part as a company to
prevent firearms from getting into the wrong
hands. So our new policy centers around
current firearms sales best practices that
will guide those we do business with as a
firm.
Under this new policy, we will require new
retail sector clients or partners to adhere to
these best practices: (1) they don’t sell
firearms to someone who hasn’t passed a
background check, (2) they restrict the sale

of firearms for individuals under 21 years of age, and (3) they don’t sell bump
stocks or high-capacity magazines. This policy will apply across the firm,
including to small business, commercial and institutional clients, as well as credit
card partners, whether co-brand or private label. It doesn't impact the ability of
consumers to use their Citi cards at merchants of their choice.
The social media reaction to @citi's announcement was an immediate mass
exodus, with users closing accounts, tearing up cards, closing accounts at Home
Depot, Sears, and other companies that use CitiBank credit cards, as can be seen
in their Twitter announcement thread, as users took them at their word and
decided to "transition their business away from Citi."
Another immediate reaction could be seen in the fall of their stock prices, which
coincidentally started right after they announced they were going full anti-second
amendment.
CONTACT CITIBANK
CitiBank phone: 1 (800) 374-9700
Online Contact Page: https://online.citi.com/US/ag/contactus
List of Citi Affiliates: https://www.citi.com/CRD/html/Citi_Affiliates.html
Left Wing Fascists Directed and Funded Brain Washed Teens to Descend on DC
for Anti-Gun ‘March for Our Lives’

Jim Watson/AFP/Getty Images by Penny Starr 23 Mar 2018
A march first announced by students who attend the Florida high school where
17 people were shot by a deep state, black op, government kill team last month
has morphed into a worldwide anti-gun, anti-Second Amendment, anti-Trump
protest directed, promoted, and funded by left-wing adults and adult-led
organizations.
According to the March of Our Lives website, hundreds of cities across the
country and even around the world will be protesting on Saturday in favor of gun
restrictions, including banning certain types of guns, age limits for gun
purchases, and background checks required for every gun sale.

The Associated Press is reporting that as many as one million people will attend
the main march in D.C., and the National Park Service (NPS) issued a permit
showing it is planning for 500,000 people on and around the National Mall on
Saturday.
Tens of thousands gather nationwide for gun control...
March For UN Gun Grabbers Descends On Washington
Play: https://youtu.be/IpDNRjNjCeg
HOGG WILD IN DC! FASCIST, CRISIS ACTOR, FOUL MOUTHED, EFFEMINATE
BETA MALE, STUDENT Social Justice WARRIOR UNLEASHED...
Democrat protest leader David Hogg spoke at the massive rally in Washington DC
on Pennsylvania Avenue to tens of thousands of anti-gun protesters.
David Hogg rallied the young Democrat voters: The cold grasp of corruption
shackles the District of Columbia. The winter if over. Change is here. The sun
shines on a new day. And the day is ours. First time voters show up 18% of the
time in midterm elections. not any more. (applause) Now who here is going to
vote in the 2018 election. If you listen real close you hear the people in power
shaking.
'Today we are going to start revolution'...
‘Today’ Spins Gun Control Rally as ‘Protest Voice’ to ‘Teach Grown-Ups a
Lesson’
Jimmy Fallon and Lady Gaga Join MTV, NAACP to Send Busloads of Brain
Washed Protesters to Gun Control March
MTV announced that it had joined the left-wing civil rights group and a list of
celebrities, including Lady Gaga, Jennifer Lopez, and NBA star Carmelo Anthony,
to send “17 busloads of youth” to the gun control march kicking off.
Lady Gaga also chimed in, writing, “Our bus will be one of 17 buses, representing
the lives lost in the Parkland shooting and those lost every day to gun violence.”
On March 21 Breitbart News reported that Fallon encouraged late-night viewers to
support the gun control march. He said, “I just want to remind everybody that this
Saturday, March 24, students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School have
organized a march in Washington. It’s called the March for Our Lives, and it’s to
tell the government, loud and clear, that we demand change on the issue of gun
control.”
George Clooney, Oprah Winfrey, Jeffrey Katzenberg, and Steven Spielberg each
pledged $500,000 to the gun control march.
Earlier this week, Country singer Garth Brooks talked to his fans about the march
and urged them to “be part of it.”
Play video at: http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/380052-mtv-teams-upwith-naacp-celebrities-to-send-busloads-of-young-people
March for Our Lives activists marched against our constitutional rights in
planned psyop

WASHHINGTON, D.C. (INTELLIHUB) — Saturday’s student-led March for Our
Lives event was nothing more than a globalist-funded communist campaign in
which the marchers themselves partook in trampling not only their own
constitutional rights but the constitutional rights of their fellow countrymen in an
outright push to further ban, suppress, and limit the Second Amendment which
states: “A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State,
the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.”
Play to 3:40: https://youtu.be/XBM1mzVhuxk
‘Hitler Youth’ Student Gun Control March Invades Washington
Follows in footsteps of Nazis who disarmed Jews before the Holocaust
Mike Adams | Natural News - March 24, 2018

The “Hitler Youth” invasion of Washington D.C. took place today as young
fascists-in-training were corralled into the nation’s capitol to demand that
government authoritarians strip away the civil liberties of all law-abiding
Americans in the name of “gun control.”
Just like Hitler Youth enthusiasts, these fascists-in-training are told they’re
“saving lives” for “a better future,” and that the only thing standing in their way is
a bunch of violent gun owners who want to murder every baby in sight. (The irony
of all these left-wingers actually condoning the abortion murder of babies, of
course, is completely missed in all this.)
What none of these children are being told, of course, is that Hitler took away gun
rights from the Jews before exterminating six million of them in the Holocaust.
It’s so much easier to commit genocide, Hitler discovered, when the people
you’re tying to murder can’t fight back.
Echoing the madness of the Third Reich, the propagandist-in-chief of today’s
lunatic Left anti-gun movement is David Hogg, a profanity-laced, foulmouthed
student who is seething with anger and seems forever on the verge of outright
calling for all gun owners to be exterminated by the government.
In a recent interview, shown below, foul-mouthed Hogg, a student at the Parkland
school shooting in Florida, says that gun owners and the NRA are “pathetic
f##kers who want to keep killing our children” and adds, “They could have blood
from children splattered all over their faces and they wouldn’t take action,
because they all still see those dollar signs.”

David Hogg’s profanity-laced rant was so obnoxious, arrogant and deranged that
YouTube systematically censored all the profanity-laced David Hogg videos in
order to protect his public image. (Yes, YouTube is now running interference for
David Hogg, making sure his public image is squeaky clean while he ravages gun
owners with the most deranged, foul-mouth language imaginable.)
Crisis Actor Hogg, who has arisen as the chief propagandist in the left-wing fascist
“Hitler Youth” army, is completely opposed to adding security to public schools,
even though a recent school shooting was stopped in 60 seconds by an armed
security resource officer. It seems like Hogg actually wants more children to be
murdered so that he can get more air time on CNN to push his radical, fascist-like Third
Reich call for disarming all the people he personally hates (and wants to destroy).
Also don’t forget that David Hogg was featured in a photo tweet by his sister,
Lauren Hogg, promoting new Nazi-like armbands to demand gun confiscation
from the American people. “David Hogg And His Sister Create Nazi-Like
Armbands To Promote Gun Control,” reports Squawker.org:
<< Lauren Hogg, the
younger sister of David
Hogg has created
special armbands for
gun control advocates to
wear to school, the
March For Our Lives
demonstration, and
anywhere else you think
you can wear it. The
band, of course, is to be
worn on your arm, and
the symbol in the middle
resembles a peace sign.
But does it really?

The Meaning of the PEACE SYMBOL or NERO'S CROSS
A broken, upside-down cross. To Roman emperor Nero,
who hated and persecuted the early Christians, it meant
destruction of Christianity. Revived in the sixties by hippies
and others who protested nuclear weapons, Western culture, it
now symbolizes a utopian hope for a new age of global peace
and earth-centered unity. But many heavy metal rock fans
would agree with Nero and use it to mock Christ and His
followers. This symbol is the Teutonic rune of death.
& in black masses a clay cross is held upside down and
broken downward to form this same shape, as the peace
symbol as a way of blaspheming Jesus Christ and His
victory over Satan on the cross.

If the Hogg armband for gun control looks familiar, it should:

And here’s a photo of David Hogg sporting his “peace symbol” Nazi-like armband while
demanding gun control:
Many people don’t remember this, but the
Nazi symbol (swastika) also began as a
peace symbol. Many of today’s anti-gun
Leftists are openly promoting a rainbow
variation of the Swastika as a “symbol
of peace:”

The Meaning of the SWASTIKA
Ancient occult symbol of the sun and the four directions.
Revived by Hitler, it represents racism and the "white
supremacy" of neo-nazis. Like other occult symbols, it is often
placed inside a circle. The swastika is actually a pre-Hitler elitist
symbol that has been found in the Skull & Bones vault at Yale.
There is also a swastika on the gravestone of John Ruskin
(mentor of Cecil Rhodes, who formed the secret Society of the

Elect 'to take the government of the whole world,' in Rhodes'
own words). In TIME AND TIDE (1867), Ruskin wrote that
"...the Government must have an authority over the people
of which we now do not so much as dream." According to
award-winning author Alan Axelrod, Ruskin was
'reportedly a student of the ILLUMINATI.'"
In today’s rally, David Hogg became a full-fledged
propaganda politician-in-training, reading from an
obviously scripted speech, full of flowery words and
high ideals that covered over his real goal: The
complete disarmament of all law-abiding Americans.
Hogg is actually calling for a “revolution” against gun
owners, reports ABC News.
What kind of revolution? A violent revolution, of
course. “Hogg ended his his speech with the black
power salute,” reports The Gateway Pundit.

It’s extraordinary that David Hogg not only uses the same sort of vile, hate-filled rhetoric
of Adolf Hitler and Joseph Goebbels, but Hogg actually physically resembles Joseph
Goebbels as the
following photo
reveals:
That’s Hitler’s top
propagandist on the
left, and David Hogg
on the right. Both of
these figures were
heralded by staterun media; both
invoke dangerous
language of hatred,
violence and
profanity; and both
demand that We the

People give up our liberties so that the fascist tyrants can have absolute power
and control over everything. They also both claim this is necessary “for the
public good” and to “keep the children safe.”

It’s not difficult to see David Hogg replacing the Nazi soldier in this photo,
holding the gun and firing a bullet into the head of a conservative Trump
supporter while screaming, “IT’S FOR THE CHILDREN!”
The moment you give up your guns, you invite radical left-wing fascists to sweep
across the country and commit mass murder and genocide
Once you give up your guns, of course, that’s when tyrannical regimes start cranking up
the ovens and waging mass arrests of enemies of the state. Hogg, of course, is too
stupid and evil to realize any of this, but he has been evelvated have almost saint-like
status by the anti-gun left-wing media, which despises individual liberties, truth, logic
and reason. The very fact that their No. 1 spokesperson for gun control is an 18-yearold angry fascist-in-training tells you just how weak their position really is. (Seriously,
this lunatic is the best they can drum up?)
Nobody seems to have told David Hogg that his outrageous rantings and foulmouthed attacks on gun owners line up almost perfectly with Adolf Hitler, Fidel
Castro, Joseph Stalin, Mao Tse-Tung and all the other gun control tyrants that
have committed genocide and mass murder throughout history.
https://www.infowars.com/hitler-youth-student-gun-control-march-invades-washington/
++ "Come Arrest Me" Dana Loesch Fires Back Against Kathleen Rice | Tucker
Carlson
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuLsjSrusoQ
Oregon Initiative Requires Gun Owners To Surrender ‘Assault Weapons' ‘This
explicitly comes for your guns,’ says congressman
Oregon has submitted a proposal to ban assault weapons and high capacity
magazines in a ballot initiative petition.
The proposal, called Initiative Petition 42, would require legal gun owners “to
surrender or register their assault weapons or face felony charges.”
“The proposal defines an assault weapon as any semiautomatic rifle that has the
capacity to accept a detachable magazine, and any feature like folding or

telescoping stock, or that can accept more than 10 rounds of ammunition,”
reported KGW News.
The proposal would require citizens in legal possession of an “assault weapon to
sell, surrender or remove the weapon from the state, or render it inoperable,
within 120 days of passage.”
Gun owners are rightly concerned because the language of this bill classifies a
huge percentage of firearms as “assault weapons,” and any violation of the
proposal would be considered a Class B felony.
“This is completely out of hand — I couldn’t believe it,” Rep. Bill Post (R-OR), told
the Statesman Journal Tuesday night.
“I’ve been told so many times by people in favor of gun control: ‘no one is
coming to take your guns.’ This explicitly comes for your guns.”
https://www.infowars.com/oregon-initiative-requires-gun-owners-to-surrender-assaultweapons/
FLORIDA GOVERNOR WANTS TO CONFISCATE ALL OF YOUR GUNS
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aP5zlnmbcTs
Marxist Wolves Circle the 2nd Amendment
Monday, March 12, 2018 By Paul Martin Jeremiah Johnson SHTFplan.com
There’s no need at this point to pull any punches. The wolves are circling to bring
down the 2nd Amendment. Those wolves are the establishment. There are no
political parties: the political parties are merely the illusion of choice. The
government has been removed from the control of “We the People” for more than
a century. The wolves are the Federal Government, the State Governments, the
Local and Municipal Governments. The wolves are the Democrats, the
Republicans, and the far-left parties (Communists, Greens, etc.).
The wolves employ the coyotes: the youth, misguided and misled, who are
interested in partying and doing the minimal to “get by” in life…an entitlement
mindset. They know not that they will be “pruned” by the tree-trimmers…the ones
who will rout these saplings out before they become aware…aware of the truth.
The tree-trimmers are the ones who would chop down the tree of liberty…that
selfsame tree that needs (in the words of Thomas Jefferson) to be watered from
time to time with the blood of patriots and the blood of tyrants.
The youth are critical to the wolves from a voting perspective, because (as de
Tocqueville wrote) they enable the wolves to attain victory through “the tyranny
of the majority,” in which rights are trampled by using numbers to tip the balance
and allow majority rule…no matter how mindless or uninformed. No matter that
the mindless vote for one reason, while the wolves have another purpose in mind.
Coyotes, the mindless, who will be enslaved and pruned when the right time
arises.
First the guns: they must have the guns.
On Friday, Governor (in name only) Rick Scott of Florida signed a new, lovely law
that is onerous to the Constitution and directly assaults the 2nd Amendment.
This excerpt from the AP holds the basic parameters:

…the law,…raises the minimum age to buy rifles from 18 to 21; extends a three-day
waiting period for handgun purchases to include long guns; and bans bump stocks.
As can be seen, the law is onerous to the Constitution. There is nothing that needs to
be explained about the wording in the 2nd Amendment “shall not be infringed
upon,” regarding the right to keep and bear arms. Marbury vs. Madison
established the fact that any law that is onerous to the Constitution is null and
void, plain and simple.
The paradigm has shifted and is being shifted: the globalist initiative is replacing
the Constitution for the new American existing social, political, and economic
order.
The NRA is filing a suit to prevent it. Nevertheless, the wheels are in motion. You
will be fighting against the State…a “creature” with unlimited resources, with the
media in its pocket, with thousands of crisis actors/victims and other “living
stage props” to use to garner public sentiment against you.
The Rest…HERE
From: INTERNATIONAL PHARMACEUTICALS
Sent: Sunday, March 11, 2018 11:24 PM
Subject: Newest Fact: Freedom from war: The United States program for general
and complete disarmament in a peaceful world (United States Department of
State Publication) DEPARTMENT OF STATE PUBLICATION 7277 is
DOCUMENTED PROOF that their goal is for
citizens to be disarmed COMPLETELY and under
the control of the United Nations
Don’t let them try to FOOL YOU, that they do not
intend to take away “EVERY” gun from the
citizenry.
Stop listening to the LYING POLITICIANS AND TV
News liars that say they are not going to take
away EVERYONES’ GUNS.
Here is the written proof they intend to take away
everyone’s’ guns:
DEPARTMENT OF STATE PUBLICATION 7277
Disarmament Series 5
Released September 1961
Office of Public Services
BUREAU OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
The over-all goal of the United States is a free,
secure, and peaceful world of independent states adhering to common standards of
justice and international conduct and subjecting the use of force to the rule of law ; a
world which has achieved general and complete disarmament under effective
international control; and a world in which adjustment to change takes place in
accordance with the principles of the United Nations.
Click here for the downloaded complete book that is selling for $859.83 >
https://ia802501.us.archive.org/4/items/FreedomFromWar/Freedom_From_WarDisarmament-1961-GOV.pdf

Buy Used
$859.83
+ $3.99 shipping
Used: Good | Details
Sold by FrogCreekMedia
Condition: Used: Good
Comment: PLEASE READ: This is a used book acquired from bookstore liquidations,
and therefore may not include any listed supplement such as access codes or digital
media.
Freedom from war: The United States program for general and complete
disarmament in a peaceful world (United States. Dept. of State. Publication)
Unknown Binding
4.6 out of 5 stars 2 customer reviews
Top customer reviews
James R. Boy
5.0 out of 5 stars Ever wonder what this Assault Weapon Ban is all about...?????
March 31, 2013
Verified Purchase
This is a very real document that is the step by step process that the United States
Government intends to use to disarm the American people. We have been used as
pawns all along. It is very sad commentary on the true Agenda of the rulers of the world.
Our Sovereignty is at stake.
4.0 out of 5 stars disarmament without borders
September 20, 2008
FREEDOM FROM WAR: THE U.S. PROGRAM
FOR GENERAL & COMPLETE DISARMAMENT
IN A PEACEFUL WORLD (1961)
This document contains two of the worst fears of American constitutionalists.
These are:
1) the delegation of authority to an international governing body and
2) disarmament in accordance with that governing body's protocols
This document, which is a real State Department text, doesn't just propose "gun
grabbing", it also recommends the disbanding of military forces! Legitimate military
functions are limited to "preserving internal order" (a potential attack on the 3rd
Amendment) and membership in the "United Nations Peace Force". The actual
international disarming process would take place in three stages; these are laid out in
the booklet. Also included is the "Declaration on Disarmament" which member nations
would presumably be expected to sign on to.
If you want freedom from war, quit electing egomaniacs who love it!
"The manufacture of armaments would
be prohibited except for those of agreed

types and quantities to be used by the
U.N. Peace Force and those required
to maintain internal order."
~page 10
Trump White House Declares Support for California-Style Gun Confiscation
Orders
Monday, March 12, 2018 By Paul Martin by AWR HAWKINS BreitBart.com
The Trump White House released policy papers Monday declaring full support for
California-style firearm confiscation orders.
Breitbart News has a copy of the release and it urges states to adopt Extreme Risk
Protection Orders (ERPOs). Such orders allow firearms to be confiscated with a judge’s
approval.
The White House suggests that ERPOs “allow law enforcement, with approval from a
court, to remove firearms from individuals who are a demonstrated threat to themselves
or others and temporarily to prevent individuals from purchasing new firearms.”
California adopted similar gun confiscation laws in 2015 and Southern California Public
Radio reports that 190 orders requiring confiscation were issued 2016-2017 alone.
Florida Gov. Rick Scott (R) signed California-style confiscation orders into law on Friday
and the White House is urging other states to follow suit.
On March 1, 2018, Vice President Mike Pence took pains to focus on the need to
guard “due process” in issuing ERPOs. Trump responded to Pence’s statement
by saying, “Or, Mike, take the firearms first, and then go to court.”
The Rest…HERE
On a Collision Course for Civil War and it Will Begin in California
One of the biggest fears for a journalist stems from being proven wrong. And in stories
like I am about to reveal, the events are so fluid that even if the early reports are
accurate, the fluidity of the situation could lead to a totally different outcome and this
could lead to a loss of credibility. In this instance, I say to heck with caution and it is time
to tell the story that is coming from a trusted source. I will even name the source and I
am beginning to get partial and fragmented confirmation from parallel events as well as
other sources.
I want to be clear that I am asserting that a civil war could very well break out in
California against what they call federal overreach. The participants, initially, will
be California Democratic politicians, including Governor Jerry Brown. ISIS, MS13, the Mexican government, China, former Obama administration officials are
deeply involved along with George Soros. This series will appear to present some
very outrageous claims. Therefore, I have decided to start with information that is
mostly background to build the case that what I am being told is factual and
America is about to enter a new and dangerous era.
Last night, during my show, former CIA clandestine operative, Robert David Steele, was
asked if Trump would have to resort to martial law in order to affect arrests and
prosecution of the Deep State. Mr. Steele answered in the affirmative.
After The Common Sense Show aired on March 11, 2018, a trusted source, Paul
Preston, called me as I was finishing dinner. He informed me that he thought it

was likely that Civil War II was going to begin in California and we would not have
to wait long for this event to occur. Paul Preston is one on the primary leaders of
the New California movement that is in process of creating a 51st state which is
breaking away from “Commiefornia”.
New California has 40 counties in full support of this movement. They are
breaking away from radical California government that believes they do not have
to follow federal law and intend on breaking away from the US as an independent
country. This has traditionally been known as the Calexit movement is fully
endorsed by Governor Brown and most of the Democrats in the California
Legislative Assembly. Also in support of the movement is China, the Mexican
Consulate, the Mexican government, George Soros, various crime families in Asia
as well as former key members of the Obama administration including Eric Holder
(spokesperson), Loretta Lynch and closet support from the Clinton Foundation
and the United Nations.
The lawlessness of California is off the charts. The unpunished murder of Kate
Steinle by a several times deported illegal alien angered the country. Mayor
Schaaf of Oakland obstructed justice when she warned illegal aliens that ICE was
going to conduct a raid in Oakland.
Many Democratic state and local officials are in outright rebellion against federal
immigration authority. In fact, on a national level many Democrats are proposing as part
of the 2020 Democratic platform, that ICE be eliminated as a federal agency.
The Democrats in California have drawn a line in the sand and are defying federal
authority. A showdown is coming and it is not going to be a show down resulting in civil
disobedience, according to Paul Preston, members of Fox News and the leadership of
the New California movement, this is civil war.
Phase One
I have warned, through this site, on several occasions that the unbridled admittance of
MS-13 into the United States along with members of ISIS would constitute a 5th column
which could bring both California and major parts of the United States to their knees.
Here is a partial list of references in which I documented the dangerous presence of
MS-13 on our soil in great numbers and the onslaught of their growth continues
unabated. I made this video about the continuing illegal immigration of MS-13 on
January 24, 2018: Play: https://youtu.be/7VDZvJLH1nY?t=40s
On August 1, 2017, I published a summary, with links that went back as far as
2010 to document the unwarranted presence of MS-13 in America. This article
summarizes no less than 5 previous articles I have written on the subject. This is
an excellent reference that traces much of the history of the terrorist invasion that
has been going on our southern border for years.
MS-13, along with ISIS has been implicated in the Vegas Massacre and I documented
this last fall in this report: Vegas Is Only the Beginning- This is Antifa Along with MS-13
and ISIS Sympathizers
I have a lot of supporting documentation to support the fact that a civil war is
coming and will start in California. The preparations are coming from both sides
of the conflict.
On September 19, 2017, I reported the following:

According to Paul Preston, reports are circulating that numerous state legislators
from California, including “California Senate pro tem Kevin de Leon), State
representatives from Florida, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah and
Colorado have been meeting with members of La Raza, the Mexican government
(consulate), Mexican Mafia (“La EME”), California’s violent Mexican
gangs (Nortenos /Sureños/ Sur 13), La Familia () and religious leaders (Catholic /
Jesuits) to come up with a plan to separate from the United States as well as the
above mentioned states”. Governor Brown, his aides, and the Bank of China have
been in attendance in several of these meetings designed to sever California from
the US. Further, The Common Sense Show has learned, independent of Paul
Preston, that George Soros is bankrolling some of the costs associated with this
movement. In addition to Soros, the United Nations and the Chinese government
have had representatives at the Calexit meetings.
Paul Preston had an embedded
sources at some of these
meetings and the drug cartels
along with MS-13 pledged
“extreme violence” if Calexit
was not successful. If one
wonders how serious this
movement is, consider the fact
that Calexit opened an
embassy in Moscow in 2017.
The following is a picture of the
Calexit embassy which was
opened in Moscow.
There was a very telling article written by Mark Tapscott that appeared on Fox
News’ Laura Ingraham’s site.
In the article Tapscott interviewed University of Tennessee Law School professor,
Glenn Harlan Reynolds. Reynolds asserts that New California is the old West Virginia.
West Virginia became a state because Virginia declared its independence from the
Union in 1861. Even more telling in article, Reynolds states that Trump will likely have to
send the 101st Airborne to California to quell the open rebellion.
As far back as January of 2017, Paul Preston and I publicly speculated that President
Trump would have to send in the troops with tanks to California to meet the rebellion.
Conclusion
It is at this point that the dots would be connected. However, in this instance, this plot is
far too complicated to summarize at this point, except to say that rogue California and
former Obama cabinet Democrats, foreign influences and terrorists are preparing to
unleash hell after standing up to President Trump over the immigration issue.
Also, indictments are being unsealed against the Deep State and this has accelerated
the timeline for inevitable conflict.
Comment: Will See
The US military has been conducting urban warfare exercises in Phoenix. I have been
told that they are primarily concerned with IED’s, this speaks to ISIS, attacks upon the
public (MS-13 Vegas Massacre style) and snipers in tall buildings.

Paul Preston is in contact with very powerful people and when he called me last night,
he made it clear he could not come on my show and he may not be talking to me for
awhile given what he will be allowed to say.
Calexit, MS-13, ISIS and the Deep State Have Commenced the Revolution - Game
On!
Calexit is the home all major subversion
in the United States. This movement has
one goal, namely, the overthrow of the
US government.
All the previous warnings about MS13, ISIS’ presence in the US and a
coming Deep State coup are all
coalescing in unified action.
I recently spoke with a former highranking military source who is still very
well connected and what he told me is
indeed very disturbing.
As I write these words, the deployment of troops from Ft. Irwin to key locations
around California are presently in progress. The same can be said for some
personnel at Camp Pendelton. Urban warfare training was just completed in
Phoenix and centered on potential operations in LA and San Francisco. Why?
The answer to this question will appear later in this article.
As I have previously covered, in great detail, on this site, Eric Holder, George
Soros, the United Nations, Governor Jerry Brown, both the Mexican and Chinese
governments and the drug cartels have joined forces to try and force California
out of the Union as California, on one level, is seeking national independence as
a protectorate of the United Nations. They are willing to go to any length to
accomplish this goal including open sedition, already in evidence as well as
perpetrating any number of false flag events.
California has declared itself to be a sanctuary state in violation of federal law. Many of
their Democratic public officials are in open rebellion and are engaged in obstruction of
justice when it comes to the federal authority of ICE. The situation is so grave in
California with regard to sedition, that 37 California counties have declared support for
the creation of the new 51st state, New California. Another seven counties are in
negotiation with New California officials who have already filed paperwork to become
the 51st State. Why would the vast majority of counties in California feel compelled to
turn their state upside down in order to create a 51st state?
The situation is so dire, that President Trump has had enough. As has been
widely reported across the Independent Media, military tribunals are being
organized and Gitmo is being redone and they have a new commander as well as
an increased security presence. Gitmo will be home to those engaged in sedition
and treason. Here is one small example of what is going on in Oakland.
Both Paul Preston and I have been told that President Trump has dispatched a carrier
to the Bay area. Remember troops are being deployed as I write these words. Many in

the Independent Media believe that we are very close to seeing the first of several
arrests of those that would engage in sedition and treason.
Before President Obama left office, he and John Kerry negotiated with the United
Nations that they could and would come into America to restore order in the
event of civil unrest.
The Deep State has lost most of its dominance over their previous proliferation of
NWO propaganda as evidenced by its crumbling mainstream media.
I spoke with a trusted and confidential source about the happenings in California and
Paul Preston has verified much of the following.
From the Judicial Watch report of April of 2015, the presence of the ISIS camp, near El
Paso, is merely part of a bigger paramilitary force preparing to attack selected targets
inside of the United States.
ISIS is indeed operating a camp just a few miles from El Paso, Texas, according
to Judicial Watch sources that includes a Mexican Army field grade officer and a
Mexican Federal Police Inspector. During the course of a joint operation last week,
Mexican Army and federal law enforcement officials discovered documents in Arabic
and Urdu, as well as “plans” of Fort Bliss. The implications are obvious.
According to documents uncovered by Judicial Watch, the Juárez Cartel helps
ISIS terrorists move through the desert and across the border between Santa
Teresa and Sunland Park, New Mexico. The report goes on to statedocuments
that east of El Paso and Ciudad Juárez, cartel-backed “coyotes” are also
smuggling ISIS terrorists through the unguarded border between Acala and Fort
Hancock, Texas. Judicial Watch specifically stated that these particular areas are
targeted by ISIS because of “their understaffed municipal and county police
forces as well as the already existing relative safe-havens the areas provide for
the unchecked large-scale drug smuggling”. I predicted 3 years ago that ISIS would
unleash a TET offensive set of attacks in America. This is the Deep State’s
distraction, their paramilitary force. With regard to ISIS and MS-13, the day of
reckoning is here.
Also, in April of 2015, I was warned that ISIS would unleash these kinds of
attacks. The source of the intel was a Texas Ranger.
The people of Austin think they can breath a little easier now that the alleged modern
day version of the Unabomber is dead. That view would be wrong, dead wrong, as
the Deep State is just getting started and according to some sources, this was no
more than a Beta test for what is coming across our nation and it will commence
in California and will be perpetrated by Calexit operatives. But you say that the
new Unabomber is dead? Every false flag needs a patsy (e.g. JFK and Lee Harvey
Oswald). Did you really think that the Deep State was going to roll over and
accept defeat?
Conclusion
Gitmo is the symbol of cruel justice that will force many in the Deep State to turn state’s
evidence against the higher-ups. Fina Haspel, nominated to takeover the CIA is no
more than a temporary useful idiot. She is the queen of rendition as she previously
headed a former CIA black site. This is why Trump is readying the military tribunals.
These Deep State operatives are in a complete panic and we are beginning to witness
the manifestation of this collective fear that has gripped these criminals. Did you see

where Calexit spokesperson and former Attorney General, Eric Holder, asked Jeff
Sessions for mercy and to defy Trump?
Unfortunately, I know much more about the unfolding events than I can’t reveal at
this time. Please keep in mind, I never burn a source. Eventually, all can be
revealed. The events that lie ahead can be devastating, or they may never come
to pass if Trump is able to crush this movement before it gets off the ground.
However, I can say this, the level of planning and sophistication of the Deep State
as manifested in Calexit subversives, is without parallel in American history.
http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracy-theories/2018/03/calexit-ms-13-isis-and-thedeep-state-have-commenced-the-revolution-game-on-2487589.html

